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WELCOME

great graduates for
“ourCreating
rapidly changing world
Kia ora koutou,
I’m pleased to present
the AUT Foundation’s
2021 report to donors.
The report is a reminder of
how well we do when we work
together, and of the manaakitanga –
the respect and care – we have for
our donors.
AUT‘s mission is to produce great
graduates, well prepared to make
contributions to the future of New Zealand
and the world. We are humbled and
grateful to report on the many individuals,
groups and organisations who share in
our mission, and who, during 2021, used
the AUT Foundation as a vehicle to propel
AUT’s mission forward.
Our donors help AUT activate change in
the world and make a greater impact on
industries and communities than we could
possibly make alone.
An example of this impact can be seen
in a new partnership with 112-year-old
New Zealand construction icon Fletcher
Construction, which has enabled AUT
to create a new leadership position at
the University. As the Fletcher Chair of
Future Environments, Professor Charles
Walker has a remit to foster cross-industry
collaboration between the disciplines of
architecture, engineering, construction
management and creative technologies.
This can only lead to the building of a
better future.

requires constant investment. On
behalf of the University and the
Foundation, thank you for your
generosity and support; you are
truly part of this mission.

”

Another partnership between AUT and
the New Zealand Olympic Committee
is already showing how fruitful a wellaligned collaboration can be. With exciting
opportunities for students, athletes and
both organisations already apparent across
many industries including sport, media,
communications and creative arts.

It is also humbling to report on many
more AUT staff who have been inspired to
become philanthropists. They are driven by
a deep desire to help students overcome
challenges and succeed, and by an equally
strong commitment to honour the legacy
of loved ones. I hope you enjoy reading
about the YKL-McIntyre Student Resilience
Award and the Maria Rameka Memorial
Fund for Nursing Education.
Creating great graduates for our rapidly
changing world requires constant
investment. On behalf of the University
and the Foundation, thank you for your
generosity and support; you are truly part
of this mission.

John Maasland
Chairperson, Trustee, AUT Foundation
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2021 TRUSTEES
The AUT Foundation's Board of Trustees is made up of passionate leaders who each bring their expertise
and experience to offer support and advice around managing the trust and doing the best for our students.

John Maasland

Rob Campbell

Sussan Turner

Chairperson, Trustee, AUT Foundation

AUT Chancellor, Trustee,
AUT Foundation

Trustee, AUT Foundation
Pro-Chancellor, AUT

Derek McCormack

James Schofield

Andrea Vujnovich

Trustee, AUT Foundation

Trustee, AUT Foundation

Secretary, AUT Foundation
Assistant Vice-Chancellor,
Corporate & General Counsel, AUT

We acknowledge the service of Derek McCormack, who completed his term in early 2022 when he also
departed after serving as Vice-Chancellor for AUT.

Auditors
Audit New Zealand, on behalf of the Auditor General
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Inspired by her adoptive mum Yap Kin Lan
(in Malaysia), and her physician fatherin-law Bill McIntyre (raised in Scotland),
Nancy McIntyre is paying it forward to
students at AUT where she has many
longstanding connections.
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PAYING IT FORWARD WITH
STUDENT RESILIENCE AWARD
Nancy McIntyre’s AUT connection runs deeper – and longer – than most.
During her almost 20 years as a
school manager of the School of
Hospitality and Tourism, Nancy has
completed four degrees (Bachelor
of Business, Master of Professional
Business Studies, Master of
Philosophy, PhD), lectured parttime, and was the longstanding
Chair of AUT’s Asian Staff Network.
Now, she’s taking her passion for
supporting students to a whole
new level, as the very generous
benefactor of the YKL-McIntyre
Student Resilience Award.
Established towards the end
of 2020, the award aims to
motivate and encourage
students to confront and
overcome challenges. Inspired
to set up the fund after reading
a student’s essay, Nancy’s
$20,000 donation will make a
meaningful difference to the
lives of others for decades to
come.

“The ultimate purpose of this award
is to acknowledge and reinforce the
recipient’s grit and fortitude and
it’s my wish that they then use their
experience and success to encourage,
motivate, cajole and support
someone else. I want to empower
students to pick themselves up and
muster the strength to succeed
because I firmly believe, from my
experience and observation of others,
that education is always worth the
discipline and determination to
succeed.”

The ultimate purpose of this
“award
is to acknowledge and

think that’s subconsciously why I’ve
always been a lifelong learner.
“The second person I’ve named
the award after is my father-in-law
Bill, who lived a life of unwavering
honesty, integrity and service to
others through the practice of
medicine. Brought up during WW2,
he studied medicine because he
wanted to help people. Yap Kin Lan
and Bill were born in the same era but
were worlds apart in terms of family
and cultural influences. They both
inspired me with their
individual circumstances,
convictions and
steadfastness of being,
but also their differences
in opportunities.”

reinforce the recipient’s grit and
fortitude, and it’s my wish that
they then use their experience and
success to encourage, motivate,
cajole and support someone else.
I want to empower students to
pick themselves up and muster the
strength to succeed.

“This particular essay, penned
by a mature Pasifika firstyear student, will be forever
imprinted in my mind because
she described the challenges
she faced, including personal
put-downs from family
members denigrating her university
study ambition,” explains Nancy.
“Against this backdrop of potential
obstacles, she persisted in working
hard, and with the support of a
lecturer who saw her determination,
she passed the course!”

This is but one example. Nancy
understands that many students at
times experience challenges, whether
personal or situational, and says this
award is to encourage everyone to do
their best, while rewarding a notable
case of resilience and success every
year.

”

The award’s name - ‘YKL-McIntyre’
- is in honour of two very special
people: Nancy’s adoptive mum
Yap Kin Lan (in Malaysia), and her
physician father-in-law Bill McIntyre
(raised in Scotland).
“My adoptive mum was illiterate. She
was an intelligent woman but as the
eldest child she was denied access
to the education all her siblings
received. Instead, she was relegated
to looking after a huge family,
providing free labour from dawn to
dusk. Later, she confided in me that
her biggest lament was not being
given the opportunity for a formal
education. That’s when it really hit
home to me that education is a gift
which not everyone realises, and I

Offering $1,000 each year
to a deserving first-year
student, Nancy is looking
forward to presenting the
inaugural YKL-McIntyre
Student Resilience Award
at this year’s prizegiving
(COVID-19 permitting).

“What better way for
me to pay it forward
than setting up this
award, which has deep
personal and family meaning and
an unadulterated purpose for AUT
students in the School of Hospitality
and Tourism. If the YKL-McIntyre
Student Resilience Award inspires
students, they in turn can motivate
someone else to strive for success, so
then it’s worth every cent.”
And if it spurs other AUT staff to
follow Nancy’s lead? “Then that’s just
great too!”
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A structural rig test
taking place at Huri Te
Ao School of Future
Environments’ Structural
& Geotechnical Lab

FLETCHER CONSTRUCTION
AND AUT EMBARK ON FUTUREBUILDING PARTNERSHIP
A partnership between 112-year-old New Zealand
construction icon Fletcher Construction and AUT’s
new School of Future Environments is exploring
the social, cultural and technical challenges and
opportunities in an industry that employs 10 percent
of all New Zealand workers and contributes six
percent of our nation’s GDP.
The alliance has enabled the
creation of a new role, and
appointed Professor Charles
Walker as the inaugural Fletcher
Chair of Future Environments
for the multidisciplinary school
that heralds greater collaboration
between architecture, engineering,
construction management and
creative technologies.
Charles says the challenges facing
the industry require greater
collaboration and a common
language between construction
professionals. “When we established
the School we purposefully brought
together disciplines that have
historically worked together in
practice but have been educated in

completely different ways. The reality
is that to achieve a more sustainable
future, we need to change the way
we learn to design and construct our
future environments together.”
The Chair will encourage innovation
and create the conditions for greater
industry-wide collaboration to
plan for its future, share learning
experiences around design,
sustainability, resource management
and future trends. It will look for
ways to share practical approaches to
issues like the digital transformation,
integration of emerging technologies,
workplace inclusivity and diversity,
and how to deal with industry
pressures.

Charles Walker, Fletcher
Chair of Future Environments

“We’re interested in looking at the
socio-cultural-technical space,”
says Charles. “There are also areas
that need to change in terms of
contractual relationships and health
and safety. Recently we’ve seen the
combined issues of COVID-19 and
timeframes. It’s a high pressure, high
stress industry.”
The questions go beyond those a
university would normally consider
(“How do we train people, how do we
give them the right mix of skills?”)
to providing thought leadership
for the industry: “How do we meet
our obligations under Te Tiriti o
Waitangi? How do we move beyond
sustainability to a regenerative
approach?”
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A concept for Maramateka
inter-generational housing for Te Tatau
o Te Arawa in Rotorua, by Master of
Architecture (Professional) student
Yenegh Badimayalew from AUT’s Huri Te
Ao School of Future Environments.

Construction’s purpose –
“WeFletcher
Make Places Better for Generations to Come –

marries perfectly with the School’s vision Huri Te Ao, or
Change the World. To do that we need to change the way
we work and learn.

”

These are topics the entire industry
needs to work together on, says
Charles, who is already collaborating
to identify research topics and
hosting a series of events targeting
various issues. The School aims
to host a number of events a year
that will engage a range of industry
participants.
The partnership also means Fletcher
Construction is plugged into a key
talent pipeline, with about 700
future professionals in construction

management, logistics, supply
chain management, infrastructure,
architecture and built environment
already enrolled at the young school.
Meanwhile, it continues to grow, with
new programmes and majors being
added in 2023.
Fletcher Construction Chief
Executive Phil Boylen says that over
the years Fletcher has built a lot of
AUT’s campuses. “Now together we
are helping build the workforce of the
future.

“Fletcher Construction’s purpose
– We Make Places Better for
Generations to Come – marries
perfectly with the School’s vision
Huri Te Ao, or Change the World,” he
says. “To do that we need to change
the way we work and learn.
“As an industry we have some major
challenges ahead. The world is
changing and we need to too.”
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SCHOLARSHIP OPENS DOOR
TO MARKETING CAREER
When Brenna Yuksel was awarded the TPT
Group Business Scholarship she had applied
for in the second year of her business
degree at AUT, she received a lot more than
the contribution toward her tuition fees she
was expecting.

2021 TPT Group Business
Scholarship recipient
Brenna Yuksel with TPT
Group CEO and Managing
Director Mike Marr.

“I thought it was only a scholarship towards my degree,
but it happened to have an internship as well, paid, which
was even better.”

The scholarship idea came about nearly a decade ago, and
TPT Group have since hosted almost a dozen scholarship
recipients with marketing majors in its corporate office.

And it’s about to get better still: In the second half of
2022, Brenna will take on the lead Group Brand and
Marketing role, providing maternity cover for her mentor.
She will take on responsibility for the marketing services
for TPT’s group of eight companies, 24 offices and 250
employees.

“I guess it was driven around ‘how do we get some fresh
thinking coming into our business?’,” says Mike, “It’s easy
to get stale in our own world, and it’s great to have bright,
smart people coming into our business and bringing fresh
thinking too.

Since joining as an intern in
March 2021, Brenna has been
very busy and has learned a
lot. “Rebecca (for whom she
will provide maternity cover)
let me take a hold of my own
work – she really wanted me
to get the most out of my
internship so anything that
I wanted to learn about in
marketing, she was
supportive of.”

At AUT Business School, we
“value
the opportunities our

partners provide students, and
we champion industry leaders like
Mike, who continuously provide
real-world business experiences
across the student journey.

For Brenna, that meant creating brand and style guides
for the whole group of companies, working on websites,
sales presentations, LinkedIn content, business profiles
and internal communication channels.
“Now that we’ve got all the fundamentals in place, we’ll
be looking at the external push for all of the companies,”
she says.
“One day I might be working on a couple of companies
but usually I’m working with all of them. Working with
their general managers, figuring out what marketing
needs they have…I get to talk to a lot of different people
across all of the businesses.”
TPT Group’s CEO and Managing Director is Mike
Marr, whose connections with AUT run deep. As well
as completing his electrical pre-trades qualification
at AUT’s predecessor (ATI) some decades ago, the
accomplishments of his companies have been recognised
several times at the AUT Excellence in Business Support
Awards. Mike is also regularly ‘shadowed’ by students
through the AUT Business School’s Shadow a Leader
programme.

“It just seemed to be a really
good fit. We recognise the
importance of education and
it’s good to give scholarship
students exposure to
businesses like ours –
we’re quite a high-change
environment.”

Professor Kate Kearins, Pro
Vice-Chancellor and Dean
of Business, Economics and
Law, says the TPT Group
Business Scholarship is
an excellent example of a robust education-industry
partnership influencing a student's ability to thrive.

”

“A scholarship that weaves financial support and handson experience through a part-time work role gives
students the financial freedom to concentrate on their
studies and connects practical and in-class learning learning from extensive industry and senior leadership
expertise.
“At AUT Business School, we value the opportunities our
partners provide students, and we champion industry
leaders like Mike, who continuously provide real-world
business experiences across the student journey.”
It’s been much more than just a scholarship for Brenna,
who says she’s been grateful to land in such a positive
work environment before she graduates, where there is
emphasis placed on building a great business culture.
“I’ve really had the best time here. I feel very valued here.
there’s a lot of emphasis on supporting you to be safe and
successful.”
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MĀORI NURSE LEADER’S LEGACY
WILL SUPPORT FUTURE STUDENTS
A group of AUT nursing lecturers who meet regularly over
yum cha for friendship, food and professional support has
created a fund to honour their late colleague and friend.
The group is remembering Maria
Rameka (Ngāpuhi), who taught at AUT
for three decades, as a wise, brave and
strong Māori nurse leader who made
profound contributions to nursing
research and teaching.
Along with creating the Maria Rameka
Memorial Fund for Nursing Education,
which aims to support the education
of Māori nursing students for years
to come, a kowhai tree, chosen for its
significance to Maria and her partner
Len, has been planted on the AUT
North Campus.
Initially employed by AUT’s
predecessor AIT for her expertise
in clinical topics such as surgical
and theatre nursing, Maria’s deep
passion and knowledge about Māoriled practices, cultural safety and Te
Tiriti o Waitangi saw her contribute
significantly to generations of AUT’s
nursing graduates.
Professor Jane Koziol-Mclain is one
of the fund's founding donors and
says Maria had respect and a deep
caring for all nursing students. “Her
commitment to students both within
and outside the classroom was
profound. She fought tirelessly for
students that the system had let down,”
she says. “Maria was someone who you
could trust to ‘tell it like it is’.”
Maria is sorely missed by her
colleagues: “She was the first to remind
us that it was ‘time for yum cha’,” says
Jane. “In a lot of ways Maria was the

focus of that group and she kept us
going over many years.
“She enriched us with her kōrero
and laughter,” Jane says. “After Maria
passed, everyone in the group was
really grieving and we just remember
how Maria was such a strong advocate

Maria Rameka taught at AUT for
30 years, providing leadership
through her knowledge in Māoriled practices, cultural safety and
Te Tiriti o Waitangi.

She enriched us with her kōrero and
“laughter.
After Maria passed, everyone in

the group was really grieving and we just
remember how Maria was such a strong
advocate for Māori nursing students.
When systems let students down Maria
was always there to support and fight
for them – she was just amazing.
for Māori nursing students. When
systems let students down Maria was
always there to support and fight for
them – she was just amazing.”

”

The group built momentum, joining
with more AUT colleagues and people
who worked with Maria over the years
but were no longer at AUT, along with
students who were close to Maria, to
honour her legacy. Two of the students
contributed to a whakataukī.
The fund, which has been designed
to build over time through collective
donations, aims to deliver support in
perpetuity.

“Mā mua ka kite a muri, mā muri ka ora a mua.”
“Those who lead give sight to those who follow, those
who follow give life to those who lead”
Whakataukī for Maria Rameka BAppSc, MN, PgDipNurs, RN
Iwi Ngāpuhi, Hapū Te Honihoni, Marae Puketawa

gifted by Audrey Hall, a nursing school alumna who knew Maria well.

Donations can be made at

aut.ac.nz/maria-rameka
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STRONG START TO A
SPORTING PARTNERSHIP
A burgeoning partnership with the New Zealand Olympic Committee (NZOC)
has cemented AUT’s place as New Zealand’s top sports science university. Not only has
AUT Millennium officially been named the National Olympic Training Centre, but AUT
students now enjoy unrivalled access to work experience and internships within one of the
country’s preeminent sporting organisations.
Signed in late-2019, the deal
has seen AUT collaborate with
NZOC across sport, media,
communications and creative arts,
creating exciting opportunities
and growth for students, athletes
and the organisations themselves.
Already the University has hosted
a string of events including the
premiere of NZOC’s ‘One Fern. 100
Years’ documentary, the Tokyo
2020 flagbearer announcement
and team farewell, and the Tokyo
2020 Performance Support Forum.
During the Tokyo Olympic Games,
AUT campuses were transformed
into ‘Supporter Hubs’, generating
great excitement for the global
competition, while this year it’s full
steam ahead with the Birmingham
Commonwealth Games.

excel in their own particular field
– just like New Zealand’s Olympic
and Commonwealth athletes,” Nicki
explains.

For NZOC CEO Nicki Nicol, teaming
up with AUT is a powerful and
felicitous way to engage more Kiwis
with the Olympic and Commonwealth
movements.

“Basically we’re connecting two highperforming teams – the New Zealand
Team off the back of our most
successful ever Summer and Winter
Olympic Games campaigns, and
AUT, which has placed consecutively
in the top 100 ranking universities

“AUT connects with a large, youthful
audience, each working hard to

“Connecting with these amazing
future leaders from AUT helps us
tell our story and interact with those
who have a lot in common with
many of our athletes but perhaps
don’t follow them as closely as other
groups of New Zealanders. Like the
New Zealand Team, AUT is about
excellence, integrity and inspiration
so there’s a lot of natural cross-over
in the things we do as an organisation
and the skills AUT students are
honing.”
The partnership aims to inspire
young people to strive in their chosen
field.

in the world for sport. It offers the
chance to share transferable skills
- the resilience, determination, and
perseverance demonstrated by the
New Zealand Team can cross over
to all walks of life – and it enables
AUT students to see the role of sport
in connecting, inspiring and uniting
New Zealanders.
“This is a unique mandate with a
global audience. The Olympic Rings
are something everyone recognises,
and we’re grateful to be a small part
of AUT’s connection with the rest of
the world.”
Twenty-two-year-old Ella Agnew
is one AUT graduate who’s
already reaping the benefits. After
completing her Bachelor of Sport and
Recreation majoring in Management,
she was selected for a year-long
internship at NZOC. Part of their
Performance Support Team for
the Birmingham Commonwealth
Games, she’s been invited to travel to
England to help run the New Zealand
operations at the Birmingham Athlete
Village.
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As part of the partnership,
AUT Millennium has officially been
named the National Olympic Training
Centre and AUT students enjoy
unrivalled access to work experience
and internships.
AUT has already hosted a string of
events including the Tokyo 2020
Performance Support Forum, the
Tokyo 2020 Team Farewell and
Flagbearer Announcement.

There’s no doubt the internship
will lay strong foundations for
Ella’s future.

Bachelor of Sport and
Recreation graduate and
NZOC intern Ella Agnew.

“This is an amazing opportunity and
one I feel very grateful for. I’ve never
travelled internationally except to
Australia, so it’s very exciting and
incredibly beneficial for my personal
and professional growth,” says Ella.
“I’ve always been interested in
the management/large scale
events space, but it can often feel
overwhelming trying to figure out
how to achieve one’s career goals.
This internship is providing me with
invaluable experience far beyond
that of an entry level or volunteer
role. I’m getting to understand what’s
involved with running a large-scale
international event while contributing
meaningfully. I’m also getting to meet
and form relationships with people all
over the sector.”

“My ‘why’ has always been the sense
of community that sport creates.
Large scale sports events bring
people together on a shared journey,
they inspire young people to get
active, and create a sense of national
pride. This has inspired me to want
to work in the event management
aspect of the sector, and with some

and like many of the partnerships the
University has forged, the benefits
are considerable.
“The mantra ‘partner or perish’
has never been truer than it is
today,” Nigel says. “Resources are
constrained, costs are rising and
uncertainty is growing. By aligning
with people and organisations who

We’re connecting two high-performing teams – the
“New
Zealand Team off the back of our most successful
ever Summer and Winter Olympic Games campaigns,
and AUT, which has placed consecutively in the top
100 ranking universities in the world for sport.
big sports events coming up in New
Zealand over the next few years, I
hope I’ll be ideally placed to play a
part in them.”
Nigel Murphy, AUT’s Executive
Director, External Engagement, says
that the AUT-NZOC partnership
dishes up a wealth of opportunities,

”

share your vision and values, you’re
able to leverage more ideas and
resources, to help you go further and
achieve more than you can on your
own.
“Genuine partnerships benefit all
partners – they’re all about win-win.”
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DREAM OPPORTUNITY FOR SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
The generosity of a group of Seddon Memorial Technical College (SMTC)
alumni has played a powerful role in lightening the load for some of AUT’s
most hardworking scholars.
The AUT Foundation Scholarship a collective fund which the SMTC
alumni and other donors contribute
to – grants recipients a semester of
tuition fees, encouraging them to
take their studies further at honours,
master’s or postgraduate diploma
level.
For recipient Josh Pereira, the
scholarship provided “an immense
feeling of elation”.

and technology, is truly a dream
opportunity!”
But it wasn’t always his dream.
“Having played competitive junior
tennis, the goal growing up was to
make it onto the professional tour.
Although this didn’t come to fruition,
I developed an interest in the science
and technology behind athletic
performance. My journey at AUT

“Playing a small role towards
enriching the university experience
of our scholars while raising money
for organisations such as Lifeline
NZ, Duffy Books and GEE Nepal was
a real privilege.”
And although Josh didn’t end
up following in Rafael Nadal’s
footsteps, studying at AUT has
propelled him into an enduring
career in a field he’s
passionate about.

provided so many opportunities
“toAUT
grow and upskill and become a great

“Not only did it assist
me financially, but it
also reinforced that it
was the right decision
to focus on my studies.
It gave me that extra
drive to succeed,” says
Josh, who completed his
Bachelor of Sport and Recreation
(Honours) in 2020 and now works for
global sports performance analysis
company Hudl.

“AUT provided so many
opportunities to grow
and upskill and become
a great graduate, and
the AUT Foundation
Scholarship assisted in
that journey. It lightened
the financial load that university
study can bring and motivated me
to grasp any learning opportunity
that came my way. I’m so grateful to
all those generous donors whose
contribution helps students like me
fulfil their aspirations.”

graduate, and the AUT Foundation
Scholarship assisted in that journey.

Part of Hudl’s Sydney-based Global
Elite Support Team, Josh assists with
training users across Southeast Asia,
New Zealand and Australia.
“Helping clients from different
sporting backgrounds find the best
solution and support, while being
part of a company that is constantly
bridging the gap between sports

promoted new horizons in this area,
thanks to the innovative learning
environment, mentorship and
industry experience opportunities,
and countless resources.”
A placement at Tennis New Zealand
enabled Josh to utilise and refine his
classroom knowledge in a highperformance sporting context,
while the AUT Scholars’ Society and
Student Ambassador programme
gave him the chance “to be part
of a cool community while delivering
a platform to develop new skills”.

”

Josh Pereira, recipient of the AUT
Foundation Scholarship, is now living
his dream as part of Hudl’s Sydneybased Global Elite Support Team.
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ALLIED FORCES IN THE FIGHT AGAINST CYBER CRIME
Scholarships have played a starring role in guiding Nikita Goundar into a career that
counts – one that will protect Kiwis from the rapidly increasing threat of cyber attack.
Poised to launch her studies elsewhere, an AUT South
Campus Women in STEM-BCIS Scholarship sparked a
rethink, and in 2018 Nikita stepped onto the grounds of
AUT to begin her Bachelor of Computer and Information
Sciences in Networks and Security. Fast forward three
years, and the offer of a Chillisoft-ESET Cyber Security
Scholarship has been another game changer.
“At the end of my bachelor’s degree I was offered a fulltime job, but I really wanted to learn more about cyber
security,” explains Nikita. “There’s so much demand for
cyber security specialists and career opportunities are
plentiful. The Chillisoft-ESET Cyber Security Scholarship
provided me with the financial support I needed to do my
master’s degree.”

There’s so much demand for
“cyber
security specialists and

career opportunities are plentiful.
The Chillisoft-ESET Cyber
Security Scholarship provided
me with the financial support I
needed to do my master's degree.

”

Established in 2019 by cyber security solutions distributor
Chillisoft and global developer ESET, the scholarship
includes a $5,000 grant and mentoring opportunities for
an academically talented student gaining their Master of
Information Security and Digital Forensics at AUT. As the
2021 recipient, Nikita can now devote all her energy to an
area she’s deeply passionate about.
“Currently I’m writing a thesis on identifying shoe prints
from digital images using deep learning. I’ve also started
a new role at ASB as a cyber graduate in their Future Me
Programme which is giving me the opportunity to explore
different areas in security practice to find what interests
me most.”
Not only has the scholarship enabled her to take the next
step in her studies but Nikita reckons it will give her a

leading edge career-wise too.
“When applying for jobs and mentioning my
achievements, scholarships are one of the things I’m
most proud of. They look great on your CV and can make
a huge difference when it comes to setting you apart.
There’s constant competition and it’s important to put
your best foot forward.”
Mind you, Nikita already stands apart from many of her
counterparts.
“Being part of the IT industry has always been a passion
- but being a female and part of the IT industry is even
better! There aren’t many females in this sector and it’s
definitely something I’m proud of.”
By investing in people like Nikita, AUT, Chillisoft and
ESET are bolstering New
Zealand’s artillery in the
fight against cyber crime,
and Chillisoft CEO Alex Teh
couldn’t be happier about it.
“We’d like to congratulate Nikita
for being the deserving winner
of this year’s grant. She leads by
example for many more future
winners and shows how diversity
in the ranks of the IT security
industry better equips us for
the future,” Alex says.
“As a 23-year-old 100%
Kiwi-owned cyber
security specialist
company,
fostering our
up-and-coming
cyber security
talent helps
our nation’s
defence against
cyber attacks
and is a vital
part of our
strategy to
make New
Zealand safer.”

Being part of the IT industry has always been
a passion for Nikita Goundar, 2021 ChillisoftESET Cyber Security Scholarship recipient.
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KEIR TRUST MADE UNIVERSITY DREAM
POSSIBLE FOR TALENTED SIBLINGS
If ATI’s Founding Principal Rod Keir was alive today, Jesse and Yufei Wang
would have much to thank him for.
The high-achieving siblings
have both been recipients of
his generosity – the Keir Trust
AUT Study Award funded Jesse’s
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
in Mechatronics Engineering and
Yufei is now enjoying the same
privilege as she enters her third year
of architecture studies. The pair have
worked tirelessly to pursue their
aspirations, and both know all too
well that without the scholarship,
university may have been a pipe
dream.
“I truly appreciate what Rod and
Eileen Keir have done not just for my
sister and me, but for hundreds of
students that have attended AUT,”
says Jesse (23). “Without their help,

many less financially privileged
families may not have had the chance
to send their children to university.
The opportunity the award has given
to so many whānau has improved
socioeconomic diversity, not just
within the university, but also in the
general economy once students have
graduated.”
Offering up to $18,000 over three
years to undergraduate students
facing financial barriers, the
scholarship aims to give those who
otherwise couldn’t attend AUT the
chance to follow their dreams. Since
2000, more than $2 million in awards
have been distributed, along with
plenty of on-going non-financial
support.
The award provided Jesse with the
financial and social assistance he

needed to complete his bachelor’s
degree and gave him the confidence
and drive to complete his Master of
Engineering. Now he’s got a job he
loves as an integration engineer at
Daifuku Oceania.
“It’s a real privilege to work with
brilliant people on a daily basis and it
gives me the opportunity to learn on
the job.”
Everything he learned at AUT is
underpinning his success.
“At AUT I discovered the true value
of taking opportunities and making
connections. While other universities
focus on course content, AUT
goes beyond the textbooks so that
students graduate with plenty of soft
skills as well as technical ones.”
Practical training, tutor and peer
support, and ample opportunities
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were among the many reasons
sister Yufei (20) chose to follow in
Jesse’s footsteps and study at AUT.
“When it came to choosing
my degree I thought about my
values, and what’s of most value
to me is doing something that
makes a positive impact on the
environment. Architecture does
that,” explains Yufei. “AUT’s
Bachelor of Architecture and Future
Environments really appealed
because it is very design based
and they have a strong focus on
sustainability.”
With the support of the Keir Trust
Study Award, Yufei has been able to
make the most of all that’s on offer.
In addition to being an exemplary
student, she’s vice-president of the
AUT STEM Women executive team,
a student ambassador and a student
rep.
“The scholarship enabled me
to move out of home for my
first and second year and also
meant I didn’t need such a
big student loan. When you

When you receive an award like this it’s an
“outward
validation that you’re doing something

right and it makes you push yourself harder. I
want to make people proud and be deserving of
the faith they’ve put into me.
receive an award like this it’s an
outward validation that you’re doing
something right and it makes you
push yourself harder. I want to make
people proud and be deserving of the
faith they’ve put into me.”
Andy Picot has been a trustee of
the Keir Trust for 24 years and
says helping make education more
accessible for awardees is incredibly
rewarding.

”

“The Keir Trust Award is invaluable
because it gives someone that could
not afford the opportunity to attend
AUT the chance to do so,” Andy says.
“It is uplifting to witness awardees
grow in confidence over the course
of their university studies and then
succeed in their chosen academic
fields.”
The contribution Rod and Eileen Keir
have made to tertiary education in
New Zealand has been significant
and far reaching.
Adds Andy, “Rod and Eileen Keir had
no children of their own, but in a
sense, via the Keir Trust, they are de
facto parents to hundreds of past and
future Keir Trust Awardees.”

Siblings Yufei (far left) and Jesse Wang,
both recipients of the Keir Trust AUT Study
Award, with their proud mother.
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COLGATE-PALMOLIVE AND AUT TEAM
UP FOR ORAL HEALTH
Seasonal fruit pickers from Vanuatu are among those who have plenty to
grin about thanks to a long-standing partnership between AUT’s Oral Health
Department and Colgate-Palmolive.
For well over a decade Colgate
has provided funding to support
AUT’s outreach project ‘Fruit of the
Pacific Trust’, an initiative which
sees students deliver ongoing oral
health promotion and preventative
treatment to workers – many of
whom have never even visited a
dentist.

and experiences they would not
otherwise have had. Not only that,
but it increases their ability to provide
preventative measures to patients
they see and community groups they
visit, many of whom - according to
AUT Programme Leader for Oral
Health, Tanya Cleland - are highly
vulnerable.

For Dr Susan Cartwright – who
helped establish the programme
when she was Head of Department
of Oral Health at AUT and is now
Colgate-Palmolive’s Scientific Affairs
and Public Health Manager –
the project is just one of the
myriad ways Colgate supports
the industry and those
training to become a part of it.

“Among many other things, the
financial support from Colgate
has ensured patients have access
to dental products that support
prevention of oral diseases. This is

our clinics and community groups,
promote effective oral hygiene and
sustain this annually.”
Important from both a social
and educational viewpoint, the
collaboration also helps AUT
grow research capability within its
programmes. Generous funding
has allowed students to undertake
research projects in the areas of oral
health promotion and has provided
opportunities for summer research
studentships.
As the course leader for ORAH601
Oral Health Promotion,
Tanya has experienced
the impact of Colgate’s
generosity first hand.

It’s all very well to deliver oral health
“promotion
in the community, but the

“Colgate has always been
generous in their support
of educational programmes
for the improvement of oral
health – they understand
the importance of disease
prevention and set out to
provide as much support
as possible to ensure
practitioners have a good
understanding of these
principles on graduation,” she
says.

cost of oral hygiene products is a
cost that many families can ill afford.
With Colgate’s support we can reach
hundreds of individuals through
our clinics and community groups,
promote effective oral hygiene and
sustain this annually.

“At AUT, Colgate has supported
the purchase of equipment for
teaching purposes, student research
scholarships, oral health honours
scholarships, student placement
accommodation contributions,
student prizes for excellence, and the
provision of oral health promotion
education and materials. Meanwhile,
AUT fosters future practitioners who
implement preventative measures
with patients and so the relationship
has synergies.”
The alliance boosts AUT’s ability to
implement the teaching and learning
it desires for its students, and
gives students access to placement

”

particularly important in vulnerable
communities where oral hygiene
products like toothbrushes and paste
are in short supply,” Tanya says.
“Many of the communities we
work with feature the very young,
the elderly, and children and
adolescents from diverse cultural
backgrounds, and these are the types
of communities that experience
disparities in oral health outcomes.
“It’s all very well to deliver oral health
promotion in the community, but the
cost of oral hygiene products is a
cost that many families can ill afford.
With Colgate’s support we can reach
hundreds of individuals through

“For as long as I can
remember Colgate
has supported this
course with product
for oral health
presentations and
financial contributions
to allow students to
buy extra resources
for their projects. In
the past few years,
they’ve also sponsored
students to receive their own tooth
models for oral health promotion
presentations, and they provide flip
charts, brochures and all the latest
oral health promoting tools.”
There’s no doubt that teaming up
with Colgate has dished up some
pretty big benefits. By sharing
knowledge and latest practice,
making their products available
for clinical teaching and patient
treatment, and supporting and
partnering in research and oral
health promotion activities, Colgate
is helping ensure AUT’s oral health
graduates are among the best in the
industry. And that’s got to be good
for New Zealand’s oral health.
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The partnership between AUT’s Oral
Health Department and Colgate-Palmolive
is behind a range of initiatives delivering
programmes to communities that would
otherwise face disparities in oral health
outcomes in New Zealand and beyond.
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2021
GRADUATE SCHOLARS*
Tiare Atirai

Rafael dos Santos Boga

Amina Hameedi

Bachelor of Business in Management
/ Bachelor of International Hospitality
Management in Accommodation
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Bachelor of Business in Information
Systems
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Bachelor of Health Science (Oral
Health)
The Keir Trust AUT Auckland Study
Award

Izaac Bailey

Heather-Joan Eardley

Peter Hooper

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in
Mechanical Engineering (First Class)
The Keir Trust AUT Auckland Study
Award

Master of Creative Writing
Copyright Licencing NZ Masters

Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences in Computer
Science
The Keir Trust AUT Auckland Study
Award

Ezra Baldwin
Bachelor of Design in
Communication Design
Rainbow NZ Charitable Trust
Scholarship

Sophie Burns
Bachelor of Business in Marketing,
Advertising, Retailing and Sales
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Courtney Dawson
Bachelor of Business in Marketing,
Advertising, Retailing and Sales
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Antoine Ellis
Bachelor of Business in International
Business
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Phillip Harry Faleu
Bachelor of Business in International
Business and Strategy
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Nikita Goundar
Bachelor of Computer and
Information Sciences
Chillisoft -ESET Cyber Security
Scholarship

Quentin Hope
Bachelor of Communication Studies
The Keir Trust AUT Auckland Study
Award

Verity Isaacs
Bachelor of Health Science in
Paramedicine
Brigadier Brian McMahon
Scholarship

Serena Keely
Bachelor of Arts in Culinary Arts
The Keir Trust AUT Auckland Study
Award

* These are scholars who have received an externally funded scholarship facilitated by the AUT Foundation. AUT also provides a wide range of
other scholarships that are reported on separately.
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Shamal Kumar

Courtney Pratt-Young

Muy Teang Taing

Postgraduate Certificate in Health
Science
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Bachelor of Communication Studies
Advanced Security Group Business
Scholarship

Bachelor of Business in Economics
and Finance
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Lady Rizza Riobuya Lumampao

Dominic Ranson

Bachelor of Business in Marketing,
Advertising, Retailing and Sales
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Bachelor of Business in Management
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Emma Tuave

Sarah Marrow

Roze Samuel

Parker Wan

Bachelor of Sport and Recreation in
Management
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Master of Business in Finance with
Honours (First Class)
China Construction Bank
Postgraduate Scholarship

Bachelor of Business in Finance and
Marketing, Advertising, Retailing and
Sales
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Ella Martin
Bachelor of Design in Fashion Design
The Kate Edger Education Charitable
Trust Award in Fashion Design

Dylan Mcloughlin
Bachelor of Business in Finance
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Rhiana Merota
Bachelor of Communication Studies
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Jazmin Nathan
Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences
The Keir Trust AUT Auckland Study
Award

Lata Ofa
Bachelor of Business in Management
and Marketing, Advertising, Retailing
and Sales
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Neomai Palu

Sabrinaa Shanmugarajah
Bachelor of Business in Management
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Kay Shannon
Doctor of Philosophy
Hope Selwyn Foundation Scholarship
in Ageing Research

Paul Siayngco
Bachelor of Business in
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Cassie Song
Master of Business in Finance
China Construction Bank
Postgraduate Scholarship

Aimee Sowman
Bachelor of Business in Human
Resource Management &
Employment Relations
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Dimitar Stoychev

Bachelor of International Tourism
Management in Travel Management
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Bachelor of Business (Honours) in
International Business
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Joshua Pereira

Ree Surowiez

Bachelor of Sport and Recreation
(Honours)
AUT Foundation Scholarship

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in
Mechatronics Engineering
The Keir Trust AUT Auckland Study
Award

Bachelor of Health Science
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Rusila Waqasobasoba
Bachelor of Business in Economics
Business Undergraduate Cooperative
Scholarship

Staryo Warren
Bachelor of Design in Fashion Design
The Kate Edger Education Charitable
Trust Award in Fashion Design

Natasha Whyte
Bachelor of Design in
Communication Design
Fuji Xerox AUT Undergraduate
Scholarship

Jordan Williams
Bachelor of Design in Industrial
Design
Woolf Fisher First-in-Family

Madelie Williamson
Master of Creative Writing with
Honours (Second Class, First Division)
Copyright Licencing NZ Masters
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WALL OF THANKS
THANK YOU TO THOSE WHO
GENEROUSLY DONATED DURING 2021
INDIVIDUALS
Alison Sykora
Amber Older
Anna Jackson
Anna Matich
Antonio Andrade
Ashwin Polishetty
Avan Bam
Ben Yeldon
Brendan Wood
Christopher Braddock
Craig Whitehead
Farina Ibnul
Grace Wong
Graham Bush
Harminder Singh
Heather Came
Helen Nicholls
Iulio Iuvale
Jackie Giles
Jane Galle
Jan-Maree Maynard
Kim Gilbert
Kirsty Whitby
Liana De Jong
Lisa Maurice-Takerei
Madeleine Bruwer
Maria Kriletic
Mohanraj Nambiar
Monique Van Veen
Nadine Wighton
Prabhash Parameswaran
Rachel Cleary
Rebecca Lowery

Rory Chacko
Rowen Robinson
Samaporn Punsuksombat
Sonal Dholakia
Stephen Reay
Stephen Thorpe
Tina Engels-Schwarzpaul
Welby Ings

ORGANISATIONS
Advanced Group (NZ) Ltd
Asure Quality
Auckland University of Technology
Alumni Association Inc.
Beca Ltd
Caliber Design
Captures Video Productions
Chillisoft Ltd
Colgate-Palmolive Ltd
Copyright Licensing Ltd
Deloitte New Zealand Ltd
Eagle Technology Group Ltd
Estate of John Moorfield
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Ltd
Fletcher Construction Company Ltd
FNZ Ltd
Fort Richard Laboratories Ltd
Friends of AUT Inc.
Global-Pix.Com Ltd
Google Asia Pacific
Harmoney
Hawkins Ltd
Heavy Engineering Research
Association

Hope Foundation
Institute of Electrical & Electronics
Engineers NZ North Section
Jackson Family Foundation
Leica Biosystems New Zealand
Miss E.L. Hellaby Indigenous
Grasslands Research Trust
Navico Auckland Ltd
New Zealand Blood Service
New Zealand Defence Force
New Zealand Institute of Chemistry
New Zealand Institute of Medical
Laboratory Science (Inc)
NEXT Foundation
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Rainbow New Zealand Charitable
Trust
Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
Reissa Foundation
Roche Diagnostics New Zealand
Ltd
Rocket Lab New Zealand
SAS Australia & New Zealand
Tertiary Education Union
The Deaf Development Fund
The Kate Edger Educational
Charitable Trust
The Keir Trust
The Royal Institution of Naval
Architects (NZ Division)
Trilogy International Foundation
(Hertz)
Woolf Fisher Trust
WSP

AUT Foundation also thanks the generous donors who prefer to remain anonymous and those who collectively
contribute to the Women on Campus Millennium Scholarship and the Maria Rameka Memorial Fund for
Nursing Education.
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2021
GENEROSITY HIGHLIGHTS
DONATIONS BY
SOURCE

OUR DONORS

Individuals - 1%
Organisations - 38%

Individuals - 50%

Trusts, Foundations
and Funds - 61%

Organisations - 35%
Trusts - 15%

Although most of our donors are individuals, a large proportion of the gifts come from
organisations, trusts and foundations.

25%
increase

NUMBER OF
DONORS

??
139K

$

%

increase

NUMBER OF
GIFTS

88%
increase

NUMBER OF
STAFF DONORS

* This report only accounts for a small percentage of research funding received by AUT. Research funding that is conducted in partnership with our
industry and governmental partners is gratefully received but reported on separately.
** AUT also provides a range of internally funded scholarships.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSES
For the Year Ended 31 December 2021
2021
$

2020
$

899,846

954,162

Other Revenue

35,511

46,422

Total Revenue

935,357

1,000,584

Grants Expenditure

638,301

876,301

12,504

12,130

650,805

888,431

307,152

116,600

2021
$

2020
$

2,066,919

1,950,319

307,152

116,600

2,374,071

2,066,919

2021
$

2020
$

2,374,071

2,066,919

2,144,408

2,041,871

239,913

217,313

10,250

192,265

2,374,071

2,066,919

Donations, Grants & Bequests Received

Operating Expenditure
Total Expenses
Total Comprehensive Revenue and Expenses
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the Year Ended 31 December 2021

Accumulated Funds at the Beginning of the Year
Total Comprehensive Revenue and Expenses
Accumulated Funds at the End of the Year
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 31 December 2021

AUT Foundation Equity at the End of Year
Represented by:
Current Assets
Non Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Net Assets

These summary financial statements have been extracted from the AUT Foundation's 2021 audited financial statements but are themselves
unaudited. They are provided to give interested persons a succinct overview of the AUT Foundation's financial performance.
The full and audited financial statements (which give a more complete understanding of the financial performance, financial position and cash
flows of the AUT Foundation) are available from the Charities Commission or can be requested by emailing foundation@aut.ac.nz.
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GET INVOLVED

If you are interested in supporting AUT’s mission, we’d love you to join us.
You can support AUT in many ways by directing generosity into something
you care about, for example:

student awards,
scholarships and prizes
support for students
through contributions to
living costs, and tutoring
academic programmes
and positions
resources and equipment
capital projects

You can make a difference by donating through your business, making
one-off or regular donations or by leaving a gift in your will to extend your
support well beyond your lifetime.

The Auckland University of Technology Foundation is a charitable trust
(number CC24794).
09 921 9234
foundation@aut.ac.nz
Read more about what we do and how you can get involved at
AUT.ac.nz/giving
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